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Judiciary's Position:

The Hawaii Supreme Court Standing Committee on the Rules of Evidence (Evidence
Committee) respectfully requests that this measure be deferred and referred to it for interim study
and a report to the 20 I0 Legislature.

In order to assist the Legislature in its evaluation of new evidence proposals and to enable
the Judiciary to fulfill its constitutional responsibility to assert primacy in matters "relating to
process, practice, procedure and appeals," Chief Justice Ronald Moon created the Evidence
Committee in 1993 with a mandate "to study and evaluate proposed evidence law measures
referred by the Hawaii Legislature, and to consider and propose appropriate amendments to the
Hawaii Rules of Evidence.

According to Article VI, section 7 of the Hawaii Constitution, the Hawaii Supreme Court
has the "power to promulgate rules...relating to process, practice, procedure and appeals, which
shall have the force and effect of law." This constitutional mandate includes rules of evidence.
Beginning with the promulgation of the Hawaii Rules of Evidence in 1980, the Supreme Court
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has elected to share this power with the Legislature. See Bowman, The Hawaii Rules of
Evidence, 2 U. Haw. L. Rev. 431 n.3 (1981)("The cooperative approach was designed in part to
avoid a separation of powers struggle between the legislative and judicial branches of
government"). Evidence rules are thus on the legislative agenda. But the Evidence Committee
has a compelling interest in generating and voicing opinions regarding evidence measures such
as that contained in House Bill No. 1644.

To assure the Judiciary a fair opportunity to exercise its constitutional function, the
House and Senate Judiciary Committees, pursuant to a practice established several years ago,
refer all new evidence measures to the Evidence Committee for interim study and a written
report to the very next session of the Legislature. In this way the Evidence Committee is able to
supply informed opinions to the Legislature, and the Legislature continues to have the final say
in these matters. This procedure has worked well for the better part of the past decade.
Accordingly, the Evidence Committee requests deferral and referral of House Bill No. 1644,
because it is a new measure that has just come to our attention.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this measure.
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TESTIFIER(S): Mark J. Bennett, Attorney General
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Chair Karamatsu and Members of the Committee:

The Department of the Attorney General strongly supports this

bill, with one amendment.

This bill is similar to H.B. No. 839, which is one of two bills

in the 2009 legislative package of the Hawaii Law Enforcement

Coalition. The Coalition is composed of the Chiefs of Police of all

four counties, the Prosecuting Attorneys of all four counties, the

Attorney General, and the United States Attorney for the District of

Hawaii. Every bill in the Coalition's legislative package has the

unanimous support of every Coalition member.

H.B. No. 1644 initiates the process to amend article I of the

Hawaii State Constitution to make clear that relevant evidence shall

always be admitted in criminal trials unless exclusion of that

evidence is required by the laws or Constitution of the United

States, or by a Hawaii statute. This amendment will not affect the

current Hawaii rules of evidence because those rules are state

statutes.

The purpose of criminal trials ought to be to find the truth,

to convict the guilty, and to free the innocent: Admission, not

exclusion, of relevant evidence furthers these goals. But the
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Hawaii Supreme court has broadly interpreted the State Constitution

to give protections to defendants in criminal cases that stretch far

beyond the protections provided by the United States Constitution by

requiring the exclusion of relevant evidence in Hawaii criminal

trials that would be admissible in any federal court and in many

state courts. This proposed amendment will restore a fair balance

between the rights of defendants in criminal cases, and the rights

of victims and the public to have relevant evidence presented to

judges and juries.

Following are just a few examples of exclusion of relevant

evidence in Hawaii criminal cases that would be admissible under the

proposed amendment.

CONSENSUAL ENCOUNTERS

Under the United states Constitution and in states across the

country, law enforcement officers may speak to a person and generate

evidence that may be used against that person, if the person

consents to the encounter or conversation. The federal court ~n

Hawaii and the courts of other states permit the use of evidence

obtained through these "walk and talk" and "knock and talk"

consensual encounters.

But the Hawaii Supreme Court has ruled that evidence obtained

through these consensual encounters cannot be used in Hawaii state

courts. State v. Trainor, 83 Haw. 250, 925 P.2d 818 (1996). This

means that, in Hawaii, law enforcement officers working on cases for

federal prosecution can use these valuable investigative techniques,

but officers working on state cases cannot use them.

Thus, in Hawaii, police officers cannot use consensual

encounters to fight the importation of drugs into our state and

close drug houses in our neighborhoods. County and state law

enforcement officers cannot ask pertinent questions of suspected

drug couriers or drug house operators, even with their consent.

When neighbors call the police to complain of a possible drug house

because of heavy vehicular traffic at odd hours, the police cannot
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approach the occupants of the home, tell the occupants they are

investigating possible drug dealing, and talk to the occupants, even

if the occupants consent. All evidence obtained from such

consensual encounters will be suppressed in Hawaii state courts.

Hawaii can no longer afford to hobble law enforcement efforts

to prevent the importation and distribution of drugs. This proposed

amendment would, in effect, adopt the rulings of the United States

Supreme Court on this issue, thus ensuring that the rights of

Hawaii's residents and visitors will still be well protected by the

United States Constitution.

INVENTORY SEARCH OF ARRESTEE'S PROPERTY

In State v. Kaluna, 55 Haw. 361, 520 P.2d 51 (1974), a female

defendant arrested for attempted robbery was searched by a female

police matron. The defendant pulled out a piece of tissue paper from

her brassiere and gave it to the matron. The paper was folded into a

square. Not knowing what it was, the matron opened the folded tissue

and found four red capsules, which later turned out to be a

barbiturate, and the defendant was charged with their possession.

The United States Supreme Court permits this type of inventory

search and seizure because it protects the arrestee's property,

protects the police from false claims of theft, protects the police

and anyone present in the police station from potentially dangerous or

harmful materials, and may assist the police in ascertaining or

verifying the arrestee's identity. But the Hawaii Supreme Court held

that the opening of the folded tissue was unreasonable, even though

the court admitted that such a search and seizure would not have

violated the defendant's federal constitutional rights. The court

ruled that a police officer must obtain a warrant before opening the

folded tissue or any other closed object, unless it is clear that the

closed object contains a weapon or fruits or instrumentalities of the

crime for which the person was arrested.

The court suggested that an arrestee's belongings could be

placed, unopened, in a sealed envelope. But of course, police
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officers do not simply seal in envelopes the items or containers

seized from arrestees. Officers check these items for the very

reasons recognized by the United States Supreme Court (listed above) .

But in Hawaii, if police officers find illegal substances in these

situations, the cases cannot be prosecuted because of the Hawaii

Supreme Court's decision.

CONFESSIONS COERCED BY THIRD PARTIES

In State v. Bowe, 77 Haw. 51, 881 P.2d 53B (1994), during the

investigation of an assault case, police contacted a basketball coach

and asked for his assistance in making arrangements to interview

several members of the basketball team who were suspected of being

involved. The coach told the defendant he needed to go to the police

station and offered to go with him if he needed assistance. The

defendant went to the station, was given Miranda warnings by an

officer, waived his constitutional rights, and gave a statement.

After he was charged, he claimed that his statement was coerced

because he feared that if he did not follow the coach's direction, he

would be suspended from the team.

The Hawaii Supreme Court suppressed the defendant's confession,

not because of any police misconduct, but as a result of conduct~

private party. The Court held that the undue influence of an

unrelated third party, i.e., the coach, rendered the defendant's

confession inadmissible. In making this ruling, the Court recognized

that it was deviating from the United States Supreme Court's

interpretation of the federal Constitution.

Under United States Supreme Court case law, suppression of a

confession is granted when police misconduct renders a confession

involuntary. In so ruling, the United States Supreme Court noted that

the reason a police-coerced confession is suppressed is to deter

future constitutional violations by the police. Extending this

doctrine to third parties serves absolutely no purpose in enforcing

constitutional guarantees.
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RECOMMENDED AMENDMENT

The Department of the Attorney General recommends one amendment

to this bill. On page 2, lines 9 through 11 should be amended to

read, "Section Any other provision of this constitution

notwithstanding, relevant evidence shall not be excluded from evidence

in criminal cases except pursuant to the laws or Constitution of the

united States or a State of Hawaii statute." This amendment would

address any case law that might be based on another Hawaii

constitutional provision.

CONCLUSION

The Hawaii Supreme Court has interpreted the Hawaii Constitution

to give protections to criminal defendants that are much greater than

the protections provided by the United States Constitution and many

states. This proposed amendment will restore a fair balance between

the rights of defendants in criminal cases, and the rights of victims

and the public to have relevant evidence presented to judges and

juries. Admission, not exclusion of relevant evidence, will help

judges and juries find the truth, convict the guilty, and free the

innocent.

For the foregoing reasons, the Department of the Attorney General

strongly supports this bill and respectfully requests that it be

passed, with our recommended amendment, so that Hawaii's voters may

consider this important constitutional question.
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Testimony of the Office of the Public Defender
State of Hawaii

to the House Committee on Judiciary

February 17, 2009

H.B. No. 1644: PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 1 OF THE HAWAII
STATE CONSTITUTION TO REQUIRE THE ADMISSION OF
RELEVANT EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL CASES UNLESS EXCLUDED
BY LAW.

Chair Karamatsu and Members of the Committee:

House Bill No. 1644 proposes a constitutional amendment to remove the Hawaii
State Constitution and the Hawaii State Supreme Court from any role in deciding
the admissibility of evidence in criminal cases. The proposed amendment states:

"Relevant evidence shall not be excluded from evidence in criminal
cases except pursuant to the laws of Constitution of the United
States or a State of Hawaii statute."

We strongly oppose this bill because it seeks to eliminate consideration of the
provisions of our State Constitution and to eliminate the role of trial judges, the
Intermediate Court of Appeals and the Hawaii Supreme Court in interpreting
those provisions.

The rationale stated in this bill for changing our constitution is to eliminate our
state Supreme Court from interpreting our Hawaii Constitution in ways that the
proponents of the bill claim "impede the truth-finding function of criminal trials".1

The only point of a criminal trial is for the .iury to determine if the government has
proven beyond a reasonab~e doubt that the defendant committed the crime
charged or an included offense. Relevant evidence is presented to a jury in
order that they may carry out that function. There are restrictions on the
evidence that may be presented that prohibit, for example, illegally obtained
evidence or evidence that is privileged, etc.

The reasons for the exceptions are many. For example, exclusion of illegally
obtained evidence grew "frorn the abuses that occurred when there were no such
restrictions, such as denying defendants a right to counsel, or illegally searching
a person's home. Exclusion of privileged information recognizes the

I It is important to understand the nature of a criminal trial, which is not "to find the truth". A jury
in a criminal case doesn't have investigative powers or the right to subpoena witnesses. In fact,
we often learn through juror questions during trial or jury communications during deliberation that
the jury wonders why certain forensic testing wasn't done or specified persons were not called as
witnesses.



relationships (husband-wife, doctor-patient, etc.) where the exchange of
information needs to be unrestricted.

There are exceptions to the exceptions. While it is widely believed that "hearsay"
evidence is not admissible at trial, there are 24 exceptions in Hawaii Rules of
Evidence (HRE) 803(b) alone, which set out instances when hearsay evidence is
permitted, such as "excited utterance", "present sense impression", "public
records", etc. All of these rules have been the subject of interpretation by our
trial judges and our Hawaii Supreme Court pursuant to our Hawaii State
Constitution over many decades of review.

This proposed bili seeks to wipe out those decades of caselaw by eliminating the
Hawaii Constitution and the Hawaii Supreme Court from any role in the review of
these evidentiary matters. The Hawaii Supreme Court has final, unreviewable
authority to review our laws under our state Constitution. H.B. No. 1644
proposes to usurp the Hawaii Supreme Court's authority by changing our
constitution and handing over the interpretations of our laws to the United States
Supreme Court under the U.S. Constitution.

It is clear that proponents of this legislation take issue with certain decisions of
the Hawaii Supreme Court. In any legal community, anywhere, you will find
those who take issue with court decisions on all sides of evelY question. That
simply reflects the adversarial nature of legal practice. As a policy matter, we
must consider carefully what it means to amend our state constitution. It would
be unfortunate, indeed, if every time an agency (whether public or private), a
special interest group, or an individual did not agree with a Hawaii Supreme
Court ruling, they could immediately resort to amending the constitution to
weaken the authority of Hawai'i's Courts. We believe that is bad policy.

Our courts exemplify the democracy of our state. Circuit and appellate judges
are nominated by an elected Governor and approved by elected state Senators.
Current judges are appointees of both Democratic and Republican governors.
Why do persons so chosen based on legal experience, scholarship and ability
need to be eliminated from interpreting our laws under our Constitution?

Hawaii became the Fiftieth state of the United States on August 21, 1959. All
laws and benefits of statehood were bestowed on Hawaii equal to the other 49
states. This includes the nght to have our own free elections, our own State
Judiciary, Supreme Court, and Legislature, and our own State Constitution. As a
mere Territory, Hawaii was ruled by a Governor appointed by the President some
6,000 miles away. To now abdicate our state's right to govern ourselves to the
powers of the Federa government in Washington, D.C. is a step backwards.
Hawaii is a unique place with a u lique h~story and population. To allow a
federalization of our government and laws ignores our history, ignores those
citizens who fought and sacrificed to provide the impetus for statehood, and
returns us to the time that decisions wers made tor us by those who live an
ocean and a continent away.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this measure.
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DOUGLAS S. CHIN
FIRST DEPUTY

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

RE: H.B. 1644; PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE I OF THE HAWAII
CONSTITUTION TO REQUIRE THE ADMISSION OF RELEVANT EVIDENCE
IN CRIMINAL CASES UNLESS EXCLUDED BY LAW.

Chair Karamatsu, and members of the House Committee on Judiciary, the Department of
the Prosecuting Attorney submits the following testimony in support of the intent of HB 1644.

The purpose of HB 1644 is to provide that relevant evidence shall not be excluded from
criminal cases except pursuant to the laws of Constitution ofthe United States or a State of
Hawaii statute.

Victims, law enforcement, jurors, court observers and general members of the public are often outraged to
learn that relevant evidence excluded from criminal prosecutions in state court is or would have been allowed in
federal court. A defendant's explicit confession to murder - withheld from a jury in state court - is admissible one
block away in the defendant's trial for federal racketeering charges. The discrepancy is largely due to Hawaii's st~te

appealscoul'ts reading into the state constitution far greater protections for defendants than those provided under
interpretations by the United States Supreme Court on the same or similar provisions in the United States
Constitution. By providing greater protections to criminal defendants, the balance between the constitutional rights
of criminal defendants and the rights of crime victims and the public to have relevant evidence presented to judges
and juries has been skewed. The proposed amendment addresses the imbalance and allows triers of facts to hear and
consider relevant evidence currently admissible in federal court.

One example of relevant evidence being excluded in state court when it would be
admissible in federal court involves evidence obtained from "walk and talk" or "knock and talk"
encounters. Based upon a Hawaii supreme court case, State v. Trainor, 83 Haw. 250 (1996), the
police cannot ask intrusive questions of suspected drug couriers or drug house operators even if
the drug couriers or drug house operators consent to talk to the police. Thus, if neighbors call the
police to complain of a possible drug house because of heavy vehicular traffic at odd hours, the
police cannot approach the occupants of the home, tell them they are investigating a possible
drug dealing, and talk to the occupants even if the occupants consent. If the police do approach



the occupants and ask them about possible drug dealing, all evidence from this encounter must be
suppressed, even though the occupants have consented to talk to the police. Under the current
law, the police must somehow obtain more evidence that is often extremely difficult and time
consuming.

Use of consensual encounters, such as "knock and talk" and "walk and talk", where the
citizen agrees to talk to the police are permitted in almost every other state and federal
jurisdiction of the United States. However, since the Hawaii Supreme Court has ruled that these
encounters are illegal seizures of the person even if the person has assented to participate, state
law enforcement is denied this imp0l1ant tool. It seems illogical that federal law enforcement in
Hawaii can conduct "walk and talks" and "knock and talks" but county and state law
enforcement officers, who shoulder the bulk of Hawaii's drug enforcement cannot.

Another example of relevant evidence being excluded in state court when it would not be
excluded in federal com1 involves a defendant whom the Maui police had information was taking
over a heroin distribution operation on Maui. The Maui police also knew the defendant might be
carrying heroin. After attempts to follow and talk to the defendant, officers finally stopped the
defendant and told him that they were going to detain defendant's hand-carried bag for narcotic
canine screening. The defendant told one of the officers that if the officers wanted the bag, they
could have it and gave the bag to the police. The defendant then left with two officers following
him. One officer later left after he had been paged, while the remaining officer hid behind a
pillar so he could observe the defendant without the defendant seeing him. From this vantage
point; the officer saw the defendant remove something from his pocket and throw it away in a
planter. The officer approached the defendant and asked him what he had thrown into the bushes
and the defendant answered that he had not thrown anything into the bushes. The object was
recovered and found to be two packets of black tar heroin.

The Intermediate Court of Appeals, following case law established by the Hawaii
Supreme Court, struck down the seizure of defendant's bag because it was the product of the
seizure of defendant which violated the Hawaii Supreme Court's ruling in Trainor discussed
above. But what makes this case even more egregious is that the Intermediate Court of Appeals
held that even though the defendant did not know he was still being watched by the police or that
the police were anywhere near him at the time he threw the packets of heroin in the planter, he
was still "illegally seized" and therefore the packets of heroin were inadmissible at trial.

One final example of the state's appellate courts excluding evidence based upon a more
expansive reading of a state constitutional provision involves a drunk driving case. In this
particular case, the police had set up a DUI roadblock one evening. A motorist passed the
signage announcing the roadblock and right before reaching a uniformed officer directing
vehicles through the roadblock, the motorist made a legal U tum and turned right down a street
which led to a closed metal gate and had only one structure on it, an animal shelter that was
closed for the night. An officer who observed the motorist tum around before the roadblock
followed the motorist down the side street. In the officer's experience with 40 similar stops on
cars that had avoided an intoxication roadblock, every one of the 40 motorists was either
intoxicated or was violating the law in some other way such as not having a driver's license or
insurance or had an outstanding warrant. The officer watched the motorist drive past the
entrance to the animal shelter without making any attempt to tum and continue driving to the
metal gate. At this point the officer activated his lights and stopped the vehicle and the motorist



was subsequently arrested for drunk driving.

In suppressing the evidence of drunken driving, the Hawaii supreme court noted that they
could provide broader protections for criminal defendants than that provided by the Fourth
Amendment of the United States Constitution. The Hawaii court found that the officer in this
case had no basis to stop the motorist despite the motorist turning around right before the
roadblock and turning onto a street which essentially went nowhere.

We believe departures such as these by the state appellate courts from federal case law
not only results in discrepancies on how evidence is presented in state court as opposed to federal
court, it also makes it extremely difficult to properly enforce the law. State and county law
enforcement officials who dutifully learn and follow the dictates of federal law in investigating
and prosecuting cases often find their cases found deficient and the associated convictions
overturned due to a new ruling by state appellate courts announcing out of the blue that new and
different standards apply in state prosecutions. We do not believe this uncertainty promotes
justice for crime victims and society or effective law enforcement.

For these reasons, we respectfully request that you pass HB 1644 but would ask that you
insert the contents of HB 839 whose language we prefer.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify.
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TESTIMONY OF BENJAMIN M. ACOB,
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUl,

IN SUPPORT OF H.B. NO. 1644
PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE I OF THE HAWAII STATE

CONSTITUTION TO REQUIRE THE ADMISSION OF RELEVANT EVIDENCE IN
CRIMINAL CASES UNLESS EXCLUDED BY LAW.

The Honorable Chairpersons and Committee Members:

The Department of the Prosecuting Attorney for the County of
Maui supports H.B. 1644 Proposing an Amendment to Article I of
the Hawaii State Constitution to Require the Admission of
Relevant Evidence in Criminal Cases Unless Excluded by Law.

As stated in Hawaii Rules of Evidence, Rule, 102, the
purpose of the Hawaii Rules of Evidence is as follows:

"These rules shall be construed to secure fairness in
administration, elimination of unjustifiable expense and
delay, and promotion of growth and development of the law of
evidence to the end that the truth may be ascertained and
proceedings justly determined."

However, in some cases, Hawaii appellate courts have excluded
relevant evidence based upon a broad interpretation of Hawaii's
constitution. This occurs even where both the applicable State
rules of evidence have been followed as well as the provisions of
the federal constitution. Clearly, this type of broad exclusion
of relevant evidence impedes the fact finder's ability to
ascertain the truth.



This proposed constitutional amendment will allow the people
of the State of Hawaii to decide whether these types of
situations should continue. Of course, if a State rule or
statute is not followed, or the federal constitution is violated,
even relevant evidence will be inadmissible. Our Department
believes that this proposal is not only fair and just, but will
also promote confidence in Hawaii's criminal justice system.

Accordingly, our Department supports H.B. 1644. Thank you
for the opportunity to testify.

(H.B. 1644, Proposing an Amendment to Article I of the Hawaii
State Constitution to Require the Admission of Relevant Evidence
in Criminal Cases Unless Excluded by Law)
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Representative Jon Karamatsu, Chair
And Members

Committee on Judiciary
State Capitol
415 Beretl1nia Street. RO\.)l11 06
Honolulu, Hawai'i 96813

Rc: House Bill 1644, Pr'oposing An Amendment To Article [ Of The Hawai'j State Constitution
To Require ]'he Admission Of Relevant Evidence III Criminal Case... Unless Exduded By Law

Dear Representative Karamatsll and members orthe cOll1m ittee:

The Havvai'i Police Depatiment supports tht:: p:.lssage of H,B. 1644, proposing an amendment to
article L of the IIawai' i Stare Constitution 10 requIre the admission of relevant evidence in
criminal cases unless excluded by lm..v.

The Ha\-vai'i State Supreme Court <md the Int nnediale Court of Appeals, as the interpreters of
the state constitution have not hesitated to read into the State Constitution. tbat provide fLU
greater protections for defendants than those provided under interpretations by the United States
Supreme Court of similar provisions in the United States Constitution.

By providing greater protections to criminal defendants, we believe our stale Supreme Court has
unJ~lirly tipped the scales in favor of the constitutional fights of the criminal defendant at the
expense of rights of victims and the public to have relevant evidence presented to judges and
juries. We believe this amendment will address this imbalance and provide an equal and fair
balance between these rights.

For these reasons, we urge this comrnittee to support this legislation. 'fbank you for allowing the
Hawai'i Police Dcpanment to testify on lLB, 16-i4.

Sincerely,
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MAYOR
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The Honorable Jon Riki Karamatsu, Chair
and Members oftbe Committee on Judiciary

House of Representatives
State Capitol
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear Chair Karamatsu and Members of the Committee:

SUBJECT: House Bill ~o. 1644, Relating to Proposing an Amendment to
Article I of the Hawaii State Constitution to Require the
Admission of Relevant Evidence in Criminal Cases Unless
Excluded by Law

TIris bill proposes to mnend Hawaii's Constitution to provide that relevant
evidence shall never be excluded in criminal cases except pursuant to the laws or
Constitution or the United States or a State of Hawaii Statute.

The Ha"vaii Supreme Court has broadly interpreted Hawaii's Constitution to
require the exclusion of relevant evidence in state criminal trials that would be admissible
in any federal court and in the courts of many states. By requiring that relevant evidence
shall never be excluded in criminal cases, except pursuant to laws or Constitution of the
United States or a State of Hawaii Statute, it will provide direction to law enforcement
investigations, whereby, law enforcement will not be required to pick and choose whether
the United States Constitution or the State Constitution will apply in any specific
investigation.

Investigators will not have to pick and chose a method of investigations because
of interpreted exclusions of relevant evidence in Ha'Naii. Consistency with the United
States Constitution \-'lill create a more balanced investigatory process and insure a fair
balance between the rights of the defendants in criminal cases and the rights of victims
and the public.
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Therefore, as a member of the Law Enforcement Coalition, I respectfully urge the
Committee to pass this bill.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify<

Sincerely,

£J_~.
~~~/tfu;@s'

Chief of Police



Committee:
Hearing Date/Ti
Place:
Re:

Commiite,,; on Judiciary
Tuesday, F:;\!mary 17,2009,2:00 p.m.
Room .)2:
Testimo F,;(the ACLU (fHmvaii in Opposition to H.B. 1644

Dear Chair Kara: ",lSU and lVlernbers of the Committee on Judiciary:

The American Ci \ i! Liberties Union of Hawaii (" ACLU of Hawai i") writes in opposition to H.B.
1644, which pr<H)C·c:es an amendment to Article I of the Hawaii State Constitution to require the
admission of rele\.lllt evidence in criminal casc~; unless excluded by law.

This bill seeks ti ude the Hc!\,\/:tii Constitution Hnd the ability of the Hawaii Supreme Court to
interpret its prey ons, by takin.:; ;J\vay their rc+~ in determining the admissibility of evidence.
This bill will rc';u' in a signifi:::antly diminished "exclusionary rule" - the century-old principle
that evidence ObL:l, 'cd in violatirm of the Fourth Amendment is inadmissible when that evidence
was obtained a.' til . result of the misconduct of law enforcement officials. Since the Supreme
Court first annOY cd the exclusionary rule alrn,ost one hundred years ago in Weeks v. United
States, 232 U5. ~':j (1914), it has been a bedroC'k principle of FOU11h Amendment law that the
government m<1, not rely on evidence that was obtained through unlawful means. The decades
of important ca~,ei.V developed b~j the Hawaii ~)upreme Court interpreting the provisions of our
state Constitutio" '1 light of the exclusionary rule should not be discarded in favor of weakening
our protections ;)', nst police misconduct and diminishing the power of our distinguished Hawaii
Supreme CaUl,.

The mission of I\CLU of is to protect the fundamental freedoms enshrined in the U.S.
and State Consti!,'ions, The ACLU of Hawaii (~llfills this through legislative, litigation, and
public cdllcatic.q ;, ngrams stw'>,::wide The ACLU of Hawaii is a non-partisan and private non
profit organiz;)~ic .hat provides its s rvices at no cost to the public and does not accept
government fund~ The ACLU of Hawaii has been serving Hawaii for over 40 years.

Thank you for iii 'Jpportumty toestify.

Sincerely,

Laurie A. Ternpic

American CivH Liberties Union of Hawai'i
P,O Box 3410
Honolulu. 96801
T 808.522-5900
F: 808.522-5909
E: office@aduhawaii.org
www,acluhawaii,org
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Staff Attorney
ACLU ofHmvai';

American Civil Liberties Union of Hawaj'j
P.O. Box 3410
Honolulu, Hawa!'! 96801
T: 808.522..5900
F:803.522-5909
E: office@acruhawaiLorg
www.acluhawaii.org
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LOCAL 142

The House of Representatives
The Twenty-Fifth Legislature
Regular Session of 2009

Committee on Judiciary
Representative Jon Riki Karamatsu, Chair
Representative Ken Ito, Vice Chair

DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Tuesday, February 17, 2009
2:00 p.m.
Conference Room 325
State Capitol
415 South Beretania Street

TESTIMONY OF THE INTERNATIONAL LONGSHORE & WAREHOUSE UNION
LOCAL 142, AFL-CIO ON H.B. 1644 PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT

TO ARTICLE I OF THE HAWAII STATE CONSTITUTION

My name is Fred Galdones and I am the president of the

International Longshore and Warehouse Union, Local 142, AFL-CIO

(ILWU). The ILWU represents approximately 20,000 private sector

employees for the purpose of collective bargaining in a number

of industries including agriculture, tourism and resorts, health

care, and the general trades. We strongly oppose and urge you to

rej ect House Bill No. 1644. This bill eliminates rights of our

ci tizens as protected by our State Constitution as enforced by

the highest court in our State. This bill is an affront to every

citizen, not just those forced to defend themselves against

evidence that was obtained in violation of rights afforded the

person under Hawaii's constitution.

Our constitution, like with all constitutions, sets

broad policies of imperative or fundamental public importance as

adopted by its people. Our separation of powers among the

"AN INJURY TO ONE IS AN INJURY TO ALL"



the enforcement of our

without violating

afforded to all our

judiciary, legislative and administrative branch reflects a

rule-of-law tradition that recognizes the role of each branch of

government in achieving a government of the people. Our

consti tution prescribes social and economic policies, expressed

in the language of posi tive rights, while according the other

two branches to carry out the constitutional mandate. See Helen

Hershkoff, Posi tive Rights And State Constitutions: The Limits

of Federal Rationality Review, 112 Harv. L. Rev. 1131, 1156

(1999). This bill is designed to undermine all of these

fundamental concepts.

The bill would preclude our trial courts, when

considering whether certain evidence is admissible, to consider

whether the individual's state constitutional rights were

fundamentally violated. It would preclude our highest court, in

reviewing those evidentiary rulings, from enforcing rights under

the state constitution which it is held to enforce.

The exclusion of evidence to deter violations of

fundamental constitutional rights is well established in our

laws going back to the early 1900s. See McCabb v. U.S., 318 U.S.

332, 339-40 (1943) (citing precedent cases that held that a

conviction in the courts, "the foundation of which is evidence

obtained in disregard of liberties deemed fundamental by the

Constitution, cannot stand."). In 1966 the U.S. Supreme Court in

Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 467, while noting the

"laudable search for increasingly effective ways of protecting

the rights of the individual while promoting efficient

enforcement of our criminal laws," excluded evidence in order to

uphold the safeguards that must be observed to protect

constitutionally protected rights.

The requirement that those in

criminal laws perform their jobs

constitutional protections and privileges

2



citizens is fundamental to the criminal legal system. Our

Constitution has prescribed the rights of the individual when

confronted with the power of government. See Miranda v. Arizona,

384 u.S. 436, 479 (1966). The Miranda court cited Justice

Brandeis which is worth repeating here:

Decency, security, and liberty alike demand that
government officials shall be subjected to the same
rules of conduct that are commands to the citizen. In
a government of laws, existence of the government will
be imperiled if it fails to observe the law
scrupulously. Our government is the potent, the
omnipresent teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches
the whole people by its example. Crime is contagious.
If the government becomes a lawbreaker, it breeds
contempt for law; it invites every man to become a law
unto himself; it invites anarchy. To declare that in
the administration of the criminal law the end
justifies the means would bring terrible
retribution. Against that pernicious doctrine this
court should resolutely set its face.

384 U.S. at 479-80 (quoting Olmstead v. U.S., 277 U.S. 438, 485

(1928) (J. Brandeis, dissenting).

While this bill would still provide our citizens

protection under the U. S. Constitution and state statutes, the

Hawaii people have adopted a constitution unique to their sense

of what protections are needed beyond those afforded under the

Uni ted States Constitution. Our constitution protects the

freedoms of minorities from the tyranny of the majority in the

area of privacy, beyond federal constitutional protection.

With that in mind and by way of example, we suspect

one Hawaii case underlying to the intent of this bill was State

v. Heapy, 113 Hawai'i 283 (2007). Our Hawaii Supreme Court held

that the "right to privacy in our constitution should be

afforded to all citizens. Unlike the exclusionary rule on the

federal level, Hawaii's exclusionary rule serves not only to

deter illegal police conduct, but to protect the privacy rights

3



of our people." Id. at 299. This holding should not be

undermined by the bill being considered today. A conviction in

our state courts, the foundation of which is evidence obtained

in disregard of liberties deemed fundamental by our Hawaii

Constitution, cannot stand. See McNabb v. U.S., 318 U.S. 332,

339 (1943).

Proponents of this bill will argue that exclusion of

evidence frustrates the truth-seeking function in any criminal

trial. As stated above, however, an equally strong policy

requires our law enforcement officers to work within the

constitutional rights of individuals. The exclusionary rule is

applied primarily to deter constitutional violations. Exclusion

of the evidence is the only effective way to achieve deterrence

of straying from that mandate placed on the officers.

Our supreme court has applied reasonable and

appropriate steps to limit the exclusion of evidence based on

challenges to violations of rights afforded by our constitution.

The proponent of a motion to suppress has the burden of

establishing not only that the evidence sought to be excluded

was unlawfully secured, but also, that the proponent's own

constitutional rights were violated by the conduct of the

enforcement officer. The proponent of the motion to suppress

must satisfy this burden of proof by a preponderance of the

evidence. See State v. Perez, 111 Hawai'i 392, 395 (2006).

The ILWU strongly urges against passage of H.B. 1644.

Thank you for this opportunity share our comments and express

our opposition to this unnecessary and inherently destructive

bill.

4
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

PBStestimony
Monday, February 16, 2009 9:27 PM
JUDtestimony
FVI/: H.B. No. 1644 Proposing Amendment to Art I of the Hawaii State Const. to require
admission of relevant evid in crirncases unless excluded by law

From: Myles Breiner [mbreiner@hawaii.rr.com]
Sent: Monday, February 15, :2~09 4:05 prIJ
To: PBStestimony
Subject: H.B. No. 1644 Prop'~'sing Amendment to Art I of thE Hawaii State Canst. to require admission of relevant evid in
crim cases unless excluded b,' law

Testimony of Myles S. Breiner, President of the Hawaii Association
of Criminal Defense Lawyers (HACDL)

Chair Karamatsu and Members of the Committee

HB No. 1644 proposes a constitutional amendment to remove the

Hawaii State Constitution and th Hawaii State Supreme Court
from any role in deciding the admissibility of evidence in criminal
cases. The Hawaii Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers

(HACDL) vigoro r:' ~IV opposes this Bill insofar as it undermines our
State Constituti nand effectivel {{federalizes" our State criminal

justice system bV eliminating the discretionary role of trial judges
and the State a~ pellate courts.

Under the guise of "seeking to find the truth" proponents of this

amendn1ent rni~construe the nc.;L.:re of the criminal justice

system. Unless roponents of tl~';s amendrnent also intend to re
write the 4th

arrJ:~ndIT,entand Bill of Rights, the criminal justice
system is founded on the n' "don that the defendant is presumed
innocent and the sole burden is on the government to prove the

defendant's gUilt beyond a reasonable doubt. A criminal trial has



only one function, to determine jf the government has proven a

case beyond a reasonable doubt. In this constitutional context

"the search for truth" is about 05 relevant as the search for

intelligent life in the universe. Int' re ting - but not relevant to the

determination c':: cr"minal culpab,lity ({beyond a reasonable

doubt". In ordE~' for a jury to carry out its function, the trial court

determines wha': relevant evide:"'lce will be presented. Hence, the

rules of eviden(>~ provide both g;,..Jidelines and exceptions that

court and couns:;1111ust a In aching a just and reasonable

decision. This i~; , he province of judges and juries, not legislative

mandates.

H.B. No. 1644 (' .loun·"s to an LrJj..-:stified attack on the our State
Constitution an f. systern of app~{a~e revievv. There is no

reasonable jU5-() ;cation to v,,'arra, It '_he dismantling of our State

Constitution bEC:l lse proponent,? of this arnendment take

umbrage with various decisions of the Hawaii Supreme Court.

Nor is there any reasonable justi.(ication to abdicate our State

rights in order t align iJrs hH:S, '\Nith the Federal government.

What has not b 2l n achi d thro:Jgh the State electoral system,

should be not surreptiti Lisly aCI:.ornplished by legislative fiat. The
Hawaii State Co,',stit Jti )11 rnust ;:~;.: protected and preserved - not

amended to suit parochjal intere;ts.
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Law Offices of

BROOKHART
A LAW CORPORATION

Melim Building
333 QUBen Street, Suite 610

Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

e-mail: harl];iv\f@hawaii.rr.com

February 16, 2009

FAX: (808) 531-2677

Representative Jon Riki Kararnatsu
Chair, Judi'-::iary Cornrnittee
Hawaii Hous Of RepresentaUxcs
Hawaii State Capitol, Room 302
415 South Beretania Street
Honolulu, H2waii 96813

Re; House Bill No. 1644

Dear Rep. Karamatsu and Judiclary Committee Members:

Th'> following l.s my v.Jri t ten testimony concerning
House Bill ~o. 1644, which i scheduled to be heard by the
Judiciary C:nnmittee at 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, February 17,
2009. Base:1 upon my many years of experience as a Hawaii
attorney sp?cializing in criminal law and constitutional law,
I strongly c~pose enactment of H.B. No. 1644. The reasons for
my oppositic)n are summarj.zed below.

My threshold objection to House Bill No. 1644 is that
the questio~ it would place on ~he ballot for consideration by
the Hawaii lectorate is worded in a biased and misleading
manner. The question states: ~Shall relevant evidence not be
excluded if; criminal cases except pursuant to the laws or
Constitutior of the United States or a State of Hawaii
statute?" ~ That question mClkes no mention of the Hawaii
Consti tuti0:, r and completely fai Is to inform voters that a
"yes" vote ~ould effectively eliminate any and all provisions
of the Hawali Constitution as an independent basis to exclude
evidence i~ criminal cases.

R(:~Cfardless of the pi} y·ticular manner in which the
ballot qU(:'::o'i ion is ",forded, hm'iever, House Bill No. 1644 is
based upon fundamentally fla~ed and illogical premises.



House Bill No. 1644 categorically claims in its
section 1 that admission of relevant evidence promotes the
goal of fir ::ting the truth iI) criminal trials. That broad
assertion 'gnores ~he fact :hat some evidence, although
meeting thF' minimum standard of relevance, will actually
impede del .mination of the truth unless it is excluded from
a criminal trial. Such evUence includes, for example,
confessions and othe.r admiss.l.T,S that are not voluntary (see
State v. B-Q.\s, 77 Ha\1aii 51, 881 P.2d 538 (1994) (recognizing
the principle that an "involu~tary confession is inherently
untrustworthyU)), and evidenc9 of prior convictions used to
impeach the credibility of a t\::;stifying defendant (~ State
v. Santiagi.:' 53 Hali./. 254, 492 P.2d 657 (1971) (emphasizing
that "when he witne:o:s to be :i.npeached is also the defendant
in a crimin 1 case, the introduction of prior convictions on
the issue c~ whether th~ def8~dant's testimony is credible
creates a s~bstantial danger ttat the jury will conclude from
the priormviction:s that i:·"'i·~ defendant is likely to have
committed '::; crime charged ff

)),

In addition, House Bill No. 1644 entirely disregards
the valuable societal interests that are served by the
exclusion af evidence that has ~een obtained by the government
in violatio- of the Hawaii Corstitution. Exclusion of such
evidence fr:, m crimina tria.ls"E'(:::Lves the valuable purpose of
deterring governmental officials from circumventing
[consti tut i'nal ) protections; (, and the "equally valuable
purpose u of "protect[ing] the ~rivacy rights of our citizens. u

State v ..Q.J2.SL.;., 7 [~ Ha \"ra L. L]3 3 , 8 9 6 P . 2d 88 9 (l 995) •
Addi tional-]' , exclus ion of e\i ·i.,ience that has been illegally
obtained the government helps in "safeguarding the
integrity" '>f Hawaii's judicial system by ensuring "that
evidence il~egally obtained by government officials or their
agents is rot utilized in~he administration of criminal
justice tll:: ugh the c:ourts." .5.tate v. Pattioay, 78 Hawaii
455, 896 P .. d 911 (}995).

'f;.... , fol10v,/ing is a s\"~cific example of how the i11
advised ame~dment tc the Hawa~~ 2onstitution proposed by House
Bill No. ] c;<! would clearly ha~:m the overwhelming majority of
Ha\",aii res~ ..... ents who are D9.t c::iminals. That constitutional
amendment v;c'.\,ld eliminate the critically important protections
provided tc our cOTI@unity by Hawaii Supreme Court decisions in
wal k-and-t .. k case E3 such as;~tj:;l,te -y_. Quino, 74 Haw. 161, 840



';:")2), cer;:r.
i{aw. 558.'
H.awaii 250,

P.2d 358
Kearns,
Trainor,

denieQ, 507 U.S. 1031 (1993); state v.
867 L2d 903 (1994); and State v.
925 F.(.~d 818 (1996).

[.1, '.: cecogn:L zed in ,;;t~f.L~:" .:. v. Quina, the pol ice wal k-and
talk proqrm did not "require the officers to have a
reasonabl'~'uspicion that a c·::;,,:,son may be in possession of
illegal dIL. ,5, or may be enga,.:i.ng in criminal activity." 74
Haw. at 164. Without any such reasonable suspicion, travelers
at airports were confronted law enforcement officers and
intimidat,~:,·, TIto pur rtedly "'consenting" to searches of their
luggage cheir sons by 2 show of authority and the use
of coerci'~ intrusive and acc~.satory statements and conduct.
rd. at. 65, 1"/;2-73. :der such circumstances, "a
reasonable .·;::~rson" v}culd "nc"- haVE:, believed he was free to
ignore th officer's jncp .:·j.es and walk away," and
consequen~~ traveJers were t~j~g unlawfully "seized" by law
enforcemer~)ffice1:::3 in Ha\,va.:. lq. at 173. As the Hawaii
Supreme C.c,_ .:t emph::: sj.zed: \\'1'.,. .1. 3 investigative technique is
based on: :1' propos:! tion the:" .SiD otherli'Jise innocent person,
ttlho cQme;2_:;r~~leI~:...Li.c:;,:"~_..§i~n~t.":'L~zJOr no good reason, is not
innocent 1]1 ,,~ss he or she conv'.nces the police that he or she
is. SUcfl. _L_.QLOQ!~Q;;xe i§..__ ?L',0Lth~m.9-.to._ our constitutional
freedoms.'" ,I;d. at. 175--76 (ur:J3rlining added)

F'~i":.hermor'2! in S1::;.;,;,'...'", v. Trainor a police officer
testifiecJat she '"Guessed''' '.·.·'1at of the "several hundred"
individua " :'he had s eeted t 'J \";0.1 k-and-tal k. confrontations,
only "abo.! e.en pe.rc,~ r" ;:)OS.~)': ','3ed illegal drugs. 83 Hawaii
at 252-53 .JE COLI (lat lC::;,'ons that no illegal drugs were
found for oroxiffi,Jt y n ne Y , rcent of those individuals.
lq. at 25~~; The pol. r>2,oi:ficp,· ::d.so testified that the police
regarded~l ~y of the major c,.ties' in the United States and
all of L', i<'12St ccast cit'(",·" :Erom \t/hich airline flights
arrived in 's-waii as drug sou .. ce cities." ld. at 253. That
subjected t;· ('·usandE of trave}r-' 'S every week. to the possibility
of becomirg "he targst of a pC~lce walk-and-talk confrontation
initiated ~ rely upor the ba'13 o£ an officer's subjective
observati 0)" of the:i r '··pty::d.ca j ;o;;ppearance and demeanor" -- an
"inquisitor 31 and coercive" ~~~ounter in which they would be
the objec~ cf "a focused and ; '~rusive quest for evidence of
criminal '"r -lqdoi.nej"-:Y}' (£'12 :' ..~ice. ld. at 256-59. Do the
people o~ ~3waii really w?~~ to abandon the protection
provided ·_h.=. Hajc.i:i. '::OL:'.:. ':'u.t.:i.on against that type of



governmen ,.:: miscon::::uct? I~" ;.nk not.

')"i su.ppc>I' fJ ':i ()f se Bill 1\10 .. 1644 apparently
believe tl~ in the context criminal law the protections
afforded ); "he Hav.J<.u.i Constj,.~ tion should be no greater than
those of t.:". United ;3tates CO-, ~~ution, as interpreted by the
Dni ted St"l' 3 Suprerrs Court. +')'dever, one of the most vi tal
reasons t>, '0' each Ol the f "T.y states has its own state
consti tut~.' is to enabl:.. L residents of each state to
guarantee lemselves greate~ protection from their state
governmen~han is granted t the minimum standards of the
United Stat Constit tion" ';X,,-~l-. Bel tran, 116 Hawaii 146,
172 P.3d 4:' 2007)! h''::' Ha'dCl';'Jpreme Court is "free to give
broader p,....' set ion L'rder thE, . awaii Constitution than that
given by t··;· federal cons-:.i t.~: <,on"). I f the protections of
the HawaL'nstitut-:on vJere ;c ;'Iays to be applied identically
to those (~ ~he United States ~~nstitutionr there would be no
reason to' ve the sepa?~ate i pd independent Bill of Rights
that is e"n":<:lied in the HavE "- Constitution, including the
special re,~ qnitioI1 of the \\R ,ght to Privacy/I contained in
article I J "~ct.:i.on 6,

'"i: Hawa i i Canst i t u t~ ')n is an enduring and solemn
document:.!'; t preserves our -,st _ssencial and fundamental
rights. f Hawaij Conscitu_ on is not mere statutory law.
Proposed d i "(clments·:o the H2:'.,~"i Constitution should be few
and far . ""een reserv'-"c for mal.c.ers of the utmost
importancl:. The Hawaii Const. i..~'Jtion should not be sUbject to
a propOSE:',:: 3.mendment \'Jhene' prosecutors and other law
enforcemenl:)fficial:=~ are di.:, .Jpointed vvith a ruling of the
Hawaii Suoirne Cou:c or the: awaii Intermediate Court of
Appeals.' c~h branc;h of au. tate government is bound to
respect E:<-: principle of set:', 'ation of powers. The Hawaii
Supreme Cc.: "' .. and t h~ ;ia'daLL I' ,. ,';,:-mediate Court of Appeals are
our state!? _wo hig~est court~ If prosecutors and other law
enforcemel - c)'fficial E attemr'" to enact amendrnents to the
Hawaii CO'" . tution J.D orde "-, neoate the consti tutional
ru.lings 0 : hose ce',.,:cts, th:=-c ;3.re in effect attempting to
improperJ. y 'rIooate ::nemsel V,,": to f'oS i tions as super-j udges.

Hi' ii is a 08cia1 En:
soci olog i c, 'a y, cl}l ':;,.lral1y,
Hawaii's (,'i' judges d2:"e best
constitut:c' ~l prol.0:tions Ie'

unique state: geographically,
thnically! and historically.

"'liLied to interpret and apply
~nej.r fellow Hawaii residents.



Unit t: tes
inted frs2 Hawai

The Uni tej
about fivE?
Indeed, tr"
justice
court j ud:?,'
included
Korean-Aml;'
heritage.
United Stb:.

:,tates Supreme C"C, by comparison, is located
housand miles a from the islands of Hawaii.

'ceme Court has never had a
Hawaii's appellate and trial

ref lec~ the r.ic"Ji versi ty of Halt-Iaii and have
edges o~' Ja' 2De -'Arne.rican, Chinese-American,
'::an, Fi 1. ipino-Arn,,:,' c?n, Native Hawaiian and Samoan
y contc::st, 2ig of the nine justices of the

" SupreT",' Court :'C mainland Caucasians.

J-L "3.i1' S st,::te'-coU::,udges are not imposed on the
residents Hawa:: i outs forces. Rather, they are
appointed j retai~ed by a cal process that is open to
participac!! '1 by a,UHal.vaii '. :i,dents, including prosecutors
and law e0~' rcement official~ Prosecutors, law enforcement
officials -0d all otrer H3wa~ residents have a full and fair
opportuni ":;' '::.0 enco:,Tage la','c:rs who share their views to
apply to:ome ~i .L·=:2S; te' Eosti fy in support of or in
oppositio!'.' :'0 lU}2:'Jlat::,ve '::onfirmation of individuals
nominated ~s judges; and to s t information to the Judicial
Selection :rmnissic':) sup~:)orq or opposing retention of
particular s. 1 fact, of Hawaii's ten current state
ar)pellate ..,',lr-t j 'u.,.:t(]es ha\: E~xper.ierlce as prosecutors.
Ironicall~!. ~hose former pro~~ "utors are among the judges who
would be ,:~ ..dpped of the fL2edom to interpret and apply
various p: visions of the Hawaii Constitution by the
restricti';,(-, :::onstit,u:':.oo,al a:y

;, ':;:nent that: is proposed by H.B.
No. 1644.

all of the foreg0
of Repre (:;:ntati Vi

:lmenchllE.~n tc) th
Hawaii Hoes
the unwis!:'
proposed , .B. Nc. 644.

'9 reasons, I strongly urge the
,Judiciary Committee to rej eet

Hawaii Constitution that is

\'('eel truly yours,

L. OFFICES OF BROOK HART
I. J}W Corporation
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SHOPO
STATE OF HAWAII ORGANIZATION OF POLICE OFFICERS

"A Police Organization for Police Officers Only"

February 15,2009

House of Representative
State of Hawaii
Committee on Labor
Representative Jon Riki Karamatsu, Chair
Representative Ken Ito, Vice Chair

Date: Tuesday, February 17, 2009
Time: 2:00 pm
Place: Room 325 State Capitol

Re: Testimony on House Bil11644 relating to Evidence; Admissibility

My name is Tenari Ma'afala and I am the President ofThe State ofHawaii
Organization of Police Officers ("SHOPO"). We represent over 2700 police officers in
the State of Hawaii. SHOPO supports House Bill 1644 relating to Evidence and
Admissibility. This measure proposes a constitutional amendment to provide that
relevant evidence may never be excluded in criminal cases, except pursuant to Jaw.

The intent of criminal trials in the State of Hawaii is to seek the truth, to convict
the guilty, and to free the innocent. Admission, not exclusion, of relevant evidence
furthers these goals. The constitution and laws of the United States, and statutes of the
State of Hawaii enacted by the legislature, restrict the admission ofrelevant evidence in
some circumstances. The supreme court of Hawaii has broadly interpreted Hawaii's
constitution to require the exclusion ofrelevant evidence in criminal cases in ways that
impede the truth-finding fimction of criminal trials. This amendment prevents that type
ofexclusion of evidence, and makes clear that relevant evidence is always admissible in
criminal trials unless exclusion of that evidence is pursuant to the United States
Constitution or the laws of the United States or the State of Hawaii.

The purpose of this measure is to propose an amendment to article I ofthe
Constitution of the State ofHawaii to provide that all relevant evidence is not to be
excluded in criminal cases, except as provided by law.

As police officers our work: carries into the court room where we rely on the
accurate presentation of fact relevant to acts of crime. We support this measure because

Hawaii Chapter Office
688 Kinoole Street, Room 2208
Hilo, Hawaii 96720
Ph: (808) 934-8405 Fax: (806) 934-6210

Main Office
1717 Hoe Street. Honolulu. HI 96819-3125

Ph: (808) 847·4676 "84 SHOPO'
Fex: (808) 641-4818 Toll Free: t-600-590·4676

Maui Chapter Office
Kahului Shopping Center. Unit 19

65 West Kaahumarlu. Kahului, HI 96732
Ph: (808) 877-9044 Fax: (808) 893-0016

FEB-16-2009 04:03PM FAX: 8085911528 ID:REP KARAMATSU PAGE: 001 R=92%
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it will allow the admissibility of all relevant facts to aid in the presentation to detennine
truth and justice.

SHOPO support HB 1644.

FEB-16-2009 04:03PM FRX:8085911528· ID: REP KRRRf'1RTSU PRGE: 002 R=92':



February 16,2009

Submitted by: Karen Tooko Nakasone, Esq.

House Judiciary Committee
Hearing on HB 1644
Feb. 17,2009 at 2:00 p.m.

Testimony AGAINST HB1644, Constitutional Amendment

Chairman Jon Riki Karamatsu, Vice Chair Ken Ito, and Members of the Committee,

My day job is as a deputy public defender for the State of Hawai' i, but today I write in an
individual capacity and not on behalf of my Otlice. I echo all the concerns which I
believe the Office of the Public Defender will be raising. I also share the concerns raised
by the Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) Honolulu Chapter, a civil rights
organization that I was privileged to lead as President from 2004 to 2006. JACL
Honolulu has consistently opposed constitutional amendments such as HB 1644, which
erode the Bill of Rights of the Hawai'j Constitution.

I write separately because I feel very strongly that the Legislature must cease its constant
capitulation to the proponents of these constitutional amendments on criminal law and
procedure.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE this bill. The public discourse and awareness of the last three
criminal constitutional amendments to the Bill of Rights (Art. I, §§ 10,24,25), as we
have seen, were starkly one-sided. These constitutional criminal procedure issues are
esoteric, and not capable of easy explanation to the general public. These amendment~

involve abstract legal doctrines, arcane rationales, difficult for even lawyers to
understand. The huge legal ramifications of such amendments' passage is not easily
comprehensible, even to lawyers. Yet we are going to put this on a ballot for public
vote?

And when the public votes on it, what is going to be the primary method to influence and
galvanize the public sentiment? It is the tool of FEAR. The politics of fear, has been
deftly and disastrously employed on a national level, and the same tactic has been
effectively used here in Hawai'i, and will be used again should this amendment make it
onto the ballot. It is fear of being labeled soft on crime that forces legislators to put these
amendments on the ballot, against their better judgment. And it is fear that fuels the
public to approve them. Fear does not engender sound and rational decisionmaking. We
saw fear lead to a wholesale incarceration ofa vilified minority group during World War
II, and fear has led our nation to wage a costly and disastrous war in Iraq.

I also raise the question of 'why now?' Previous generations of prosecutors have not
asked for constitutional amendments every time the Hawai'i Supreme Court ruled against
them on a big constitutional question. They did not run to the Legislature or to talk radio



shows, to urge that the rules of the contest be changed when they would lose.
Prosecllting and convicting an individual of a crime is not, and was never meant to be, a
piece of cake. If the current generation of prosecutors is having a difficult time
prosecuting certain types of cases, perhaps more resources, more training, and/or better
management is the answer, or a specific statutory amendment can be crafted to address
their concerns - not more shortsighted, reactionary, tinkering with the Bill of Rights.

I believe most lawyers would agree that the Constitution is a sacred document, not to be
toyed with lightly, especially by those who play the politics of fear. The Hawai'i
Supreme Court is the sole interpreter of the Hawai'i Constitution. The proponents of
these criminal-procedure constitutional amendments have allowed a dangerous habit to
take root in I-Iawai' i-that of making end-n.JiJs around the Court, by amending the
Constitution every time the Hawai'j Supreme Court issues a decision they strongly
disagree with. 'fhis pattern is extremely alarming, as it evinces a disrespect toward the
pronouncements of the judicial branch - as evidenced most recently by the end-run to the
United States Supreme Court on the ceded lands case of OHA v. HCDCH, 117 I-Iawai'i
174, 177 P.3d 884 (2008), despite the Hawai'i Supreme Court having unanimously
decided the issue.

The kind of constitutional evidentiary dispute which this amendment purports to
"resolve", is a matter best left to the courts. it is important tor the Legislature to preserve
and respect the power of the state courts. The judicial branch is the proper and sole
interpreter of the law, and the other branches should not cavalierly override it. To
emasculate the judicial branch's authority through these serial end-run amendments
undermines the very f()lJndation of separation of powers through checks and balances,
upon which our system of government depends.

Thank you for your time and consideration of my comments.

Sincerely,

Karen Tooko Nakasone, Esq.
Honolulu, HI, 96822
(808)227-7264
karentnaka:?oncu l~olmail.l"om
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TESTIMONY in OPPOSITION to HB 1644
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Aloha Chairman Karamatsu, Vice Chair lto, and Members of the Judiciary Committee. Thank
you for this opportunity to testify.

My name is Bart Dame. I am testifying as an individual in strong opposition to HB1644.

1 should preface my remarks with an acknowledgement I am NOT an attorney. I HOPE 1 am
misunderstanding the intent and potential impact of this proposed legislation. Having
emphasized the lay nature of my understanding, let me share my concerns. 1 look forward to
being shown the errors in my thinking as the hearing progresses.

As 1 read the bill, the prosecution in a criminal case would be allowed to introduce all evidence
he (or she) believes to be "relevant" to a case un less excluded by the US Constitution or by
Hawaii statute. Here I am confused.

The bill would amend the state constitution to say:

"Relevant evidence shall not he excludedfrom evidence in criminal cases except pursuant to the
laws or Constitution ofthe United States or a State ofHawaii statute."

In HRS, Chap. 626, which codifies Hawaii Rules of Evidence into statute, I find this language:

Rule 402 Relevant evidence general~v admissible: irrelevant evidence inadmissible. All relevant
evidence is admissible, except as otherwise provided by the Constitutions a/the United States
and the State ofHawaii, by statute, by these rufes, or by other rules adopted by the supreme
court. Evidence tvhich i,,' not relevant is not adll1issibfe.

What happened to the Constitution of the State of Hawaii? Why has it been omitted from this
bill? Would state courts no longer be able to use the State Constitution as a basis to exclude
evidence? Would the State Supreme Court have to yield in its determinations to the US Supreme
Court and not exercise its own judgment regarding the admissibility of evidence under the State
Constitution?



The proposed amendment permits exclusion by Hawaii statute. Well, as cited above, Hawaii
statute recognizes the authority of the State Con titution in determining the admissibility of
evidence. My understanding as a layperson is that, as statute the current Rules of Evidence
would remain in effect. The past decisions of Hawaii's courts would continue to have force as
established precedent, and the cOUlis would continue in applying those precedents to new cases.
Or is the author's intention different? Do the authors intend to propose future amendments HRS
to remove the authority of the State Supreme Court and the current Rules of Evidence in order
for this proposed amendment to have the desired effect?

Why would state and local ofticials want to cut out the authority of the state courts and the state
constitution to govern our affairs? If the US Supreme Court were currently controlled by a liberal
majority, instead of a reactionary one, would the prosecutor be so eager to undermine the
authority of the state constitution?

It a appears to me this bill is an effort to admit what is called "tainted evidence": evidence which
may be currently excluded because it was acquired improperly or might prejudice the judgment
of a jUlY. Apparently the authors believe the Hawaii State Constitution and courts provide
stronger protections than rhe current conservative US Supreme Court and wishes to sacrifice our
state constitution for the convenience of the county prosecutors.

1 suggest the proponents of this bill should be asked to clarify which types of evidence currently
excluded as inadmissible would be admitted if til is amendment were to pass. While I am not an
attorney, I have a great deal of respect for the constitutional system of checks and balances and
the strong guarantees of due process and constitutional protections against improper
prosecutorial or police conduct. 1 believe the Hawaii Rules of Evidence have evolved over the
course of years and while we may disagree over patiicular court rulings in particular cases, I do
not understand the eagerness of the prosecutor to gut our legal system in order exclude the
protections of the State Constitution.

1 assume this amendment would cut both ways? Under this bill, would defense attorneys also be
allowed to submit evidence currently ruled "inadmissible? In a rape trial, the victim's previous
sex life is excluded, would defense attorneys be able to present such evidence to a jury? Perhaps
this bill would have major consequences not intended by its authors.

Frankly, this bi II strikes me as the product of an ideological approach to law which reached its
peak during the Albelio Gonsales /George Bush administration and is being rolled back across
the country. It is a shame to see it expressed so nakedly here.

Thank you for this opp0i1unity to testify on this important matter. Again, I confess to being a
layperson and admit my understanding -- and OLI':rage-- may be based upon a misunderstanding
of the law. 1 look forward to being disabused of my misunderstanding by the attorneys on the
committee.

Bart Dame
710 West Hind Drive
Honolulu, HI 96821
808-373-2771



TESTIMONY OF JAMES J. BICKERTON AGAINST HB 1644

I am a civil rights lawyer who has practiced in Hawaii for twenty seven years. I grew up
here, went to Roosevelt High School and UH Manoa before attending law school in
California.

This bill purports to amend the Bill of Rights of the Hawaii Constitution but does not
grant any individual a new right. It actually does the opposite, since it destroys our
locally created and recognized constitutional rights. It is a cynical ploy to suggest that
this amendment would somehow enhance or improve the individual liberties we all have
and which are protected by our State' s Bill of Rights.

I challenge those offering this bill to identify a single state that has abdicated its own
constitution in favor of federal statutes and the federal constitution. Let them explain
why Hawaii should be the 11rst to so.

For those of you whose parents and grandparents were born in Hawaii, they fought and
literally gave blood so that Hawaii could be a state and stand equal with other states. The
sponsors of this measure are asking us to go back to being a territory again, taking our
directions from the US courts and Congress under laws that are made by people from
places like Oklahoma and Arkansas, instead of applying our own standards.

Each sponsor of this Bill took an oath to upho d the Hawaii constitution. Each lawyer
testifying tor it did likewise. All of them are in violation of their oaths for seeking to
remove from the constitution of Hawaii to make its own determination about our own
freedoms and liberties.

Please reject this bill.

Sincerely

Jim Bickerton


